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IBM and Chinese company Range Technology will build a cloud computing data center near Beijing, which the companies say will be Asia's largest by area. The 620,000-square-metre facility, which will be owned by Range Technology, is expected to be completed in 2016, the companies said on Tuesday. The data center is designed mainly to serve
government departments from the Chinese capital and throughout the country, but will also be open to banks and private enterprises. The Cloud Computing Center will be built in Langfang, a city between Beijing and Tianjin, northern China. The data center is designed to support the development of a new information technology center that is being built in the
area, said IBM spokeswoman Harriet Ip.IBM, the project's provider, did not disclose the cost of the data center. But the company said Range Technology is spending about $1.49 billion to build the Langfang Range International Information Center, of which the data center will be part of. IBM says there is a growing demand for data centers and cloud
computing in China. The company's business in China has tripled in the last four years. In 2010, China overtook Japan as IBM's second-largest data center market, and the United States was the number one market in the company. Range Technology could not be reached for comment. But the company said in a statement: This initiative is critical to China's
economic development in light of the urgent demand for managed hosting in cloud computing and mobile devices, according to its chairman, Chou Chaonan. Range Technology, an internet data center service provider, was founded in 2009. Earlier this month, the company and IBM formed a strategic partnership in cloud computing and software services.
Copyright © 2011 IDG Communications, Inc. LinuxWorld.com - When I first heard about the IBM Linux Technology Center, my ears pricked because Austin, Texas, is regularly mentioned in connection with it. I'm issing LTC as part of the IBM Building Complex on and around Braker Lane in north Austin. This experience was so firmly rooted in my head that I
contacted IBM and asked about visiting the center and interviewing some of the company's best Linux geeks. Big Blue gently informed me that I was wrong; LTC is a virtual center, not a physical one. However, my curiosity about LTC remains high. This week I will present what I have learned about LTC since then. Many of the key LTC players are my
neighbors: for example, Sheila Harnett, technical leader of LTC; George Kraft of the Linux Standards Base; and Steve Best, who leads IBM's portable JFS (journal file system) group on Linux. But of course, LTC doesn't pique my interest solely because of its connection to Austin. After spoke recently with Dan Fry, Director of LTC, I started to see LTC not only
as a cool thing thing in my area, but as a reluctant proof of IBM's commitment to open source and free software in general, and Linux in particular. It's not advertising. This is not an ad on national television proclaiming that Microsoft software plays well with others. It's THE IBM behemoth, the legacy of megacorporation, the king of perforated maps, and once
monarch monopolies, to make a positive contribution to the open source community and free software. All About LTCThe LTC was founded in August 1999. Fry said about 185 IBM employees who make up LTC are located in 16 cities and 6 countries. As Fry put it, LTC is a real place - it's just online. But as IBM's old marketing line used to go, the billiondollar domestic budget for Linux at IBM this year is just the tip of the iceberg. LinuxWorld.com Links LinuxWorld.com Best of LinuxWorld.com Legacy Files Penguin Brief Version of Linux Links Management Linux Forums So What Does LTC Actually Do for Linux? Fry noted that in an open source community, everything basically works on what they're
interested in. LTC employees can't crack any Code Related to Linux that they want, but LTC is working on aspects of Linux that are of interest to IBM. You can visit the LTC homepage to find out exactly what these aspects are. (See Resources for Links.) The LTC page has links and links to various Linux-related projects. Fry called scalability, service
convenience, reliability, testing, system management, and file system logging important to IBM. This list is long, but not all-inclusive. The LTC team is made up of people from almost every part of IBM. Fry is obviously proud of the quality of his team. He told me: We created a group in LTC that really takes some of the best out of a number of different IBM
groups. These groups include Sequent, OS/2, Tivoli, AIX and S/390. LTC is not very old, but has already made an important contribution to Linux. Have you read about Oki Data and IBM's recent collaboration with Linux drivers for Oki Data printers? This falls under the umbrella of the omni printer project, which provides DRIVER GPLed for nearly 300
printers; Eight months ago, that number was only 50. Have you read or heard comments about the size of the last patch for Kernel 2.4? This is because of the entire S/390-specific code that entered - courtesy of the LTC. I mentioned earlier that IBM is making a positive contribution to the open source community. I gave an example. IBM is worried about the
planner at the center of the Linux kernel. Part of the IBM code for the planner was accepted, but the company wanted to make it work better on high-quality machines. Linus Torvalds rejected much of IBM's work on the planner due to concerns about performance at a low This creates the possibility for a head-on collision between the corporation and the
leader of Linux hackers. Is there a problem or conflict brewing as a result? Not once. IBM has a project in mind for SourceForge to rewrite the planner from scratch. According to Fry, the project planner is one of the projects that the conference on the development of the kernel is invited about next month, and I think that meritocracy will apply to this project, in
that if we show that we have a good design for the planner that it improves scalability and does not significantly affect performance in a small number of processes, we will get accepted. Call it enlightened vested interest or whatever you prefer, but I like IBM's approach. Especially since in the last few months, the trading press has raised the specter of IBM
hijacking Linux for its own purposes. What else is on the LTC event horizon? How about the old bugaboo that gives our founding editor, Nicholas Petreli, such a disappointment: standards for Linux. Fry said programming standards will arrive this summer. Don't you think linux can prevail without structured testing? The LTC is great in the test, and is currently
an assembly team that will work exclusively on the open source source composition of test cases for Linux and will constantly test the kernel versions. Fry said the team will address things that are not currently tested in a structured way, such as mixing application workloads, stress testing, and peak workload testing. Regardless of IBM's motives - whether
Linux considers it as an opportunity to steal potential customers from Sun or Microsoft, or free software in general, as an inevitability is better viewed sooner rather than later - I have to give Big Blue credit for the work it does to make Linux run faster and jump higher. And for that as a positive member of the community. What do you think? Do you trust IBM?
Do you think it is a model for the involvement of large software companies in the free software community? Let me know by posting your thoughts in a Linux forum or writing me a note. Resources This story, Inside the IBM Linux Technology Center was originally published by ITworld. Copyright © 2001 IDG Communications, Inc Of course, he can beat Ken
Jennings in Jeopardy, tell you about your city, and come up with recipes for delicious delicacies, but now, IBM Watson is doing something even more important than all the previous possibilities put together - it's finally getting closer to becoming a doctor. Last April, the century-old company launched IBM Watson Health, and now it has opened a new office in
Cambridge, Massachusetts, home to some of the best universities in the United States, as well as some of the most impressive biotech and Companies. In the past few months Watson has already expanded its scope to take on some of our most pressing health problems and diseases, including cancer and diabetes, and with this creating, it seems that the
supercomputer will only take on more responsibility in the industry. More exciting is the announcement that Deborah DiSanzo, the former CEO of Philips Healthcare, will head the division as general manager. Under her leadership, IBM hopes watson health will be able to grow and expand its cloud computing capabilities, which the company believes has
significant potential for modern healthcare. While current health records systems can do a great job of storing data, Mike Rodin, senior vice president of IBM Watson Group, told Fortune: Watson can summarize this data and include notes from a nurse and a doctor to give a more complete picture. And part of creating the full picture is creating robust
partnerships and relationships that Watson Health is already well on its way to doing. Along with medical facilities such as Boston Children's Hospital and Columbia University Medical Center, IBM is also collaborating with Apple on projects related to HealthKit and ResearchKit, as well as colluding with Johnson and Medtronic. We are very actively involved
and involved in trying to use Watson and analytics to bring innovation into an important space like health, and we have been doing this for decades, Kyo Ri, CHIEF Health Officer at IBM, said in an interview. This underscores that commitment and creation of The Watson Health Cloud and is moving towards innovation in Boston. And the ultimate goal, says
Steve Gold, CMO for Watson at IBM, is to really build an entire medical community that leverages Watson's capabilities for the collective good. It's about how we can build a community between different stakeholders in which they all benefit by co-or.s and sharing information, Gold said. And that's one goal that everyone should be able to get behind. Editors'
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